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1. MASTER DORMITORY INSPECTIONS AND TURNOVERS
Chapps understands that performing dormitory inspections poses very specific
challenges. We know that you have to make sure that the Move-in’s and Moveout’s run in an orderly manner and that the rooms are empty, ready for cleaning
and repaired on time.
It’s about adhering to health, safety & security regulations, dealing with
maintenance, allocating costs, controlling the in-out flux, and much more.
We understand that your inspectors are not really professionals, such as RA’s and
RD’s. They need a tool that’s easy-to-use, fully prepared, and that empowers your
inspectors to stay focused at all times. Give them a tool that helps to enforce
dormitory rules & regulations and set-up charges & fines.
That’s why we created an App specifically designed for dormitory inspections.
Discover the Chapps Dorm Inspector and see what a difference our tool can
make for your organization.
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2. APPLE AND ANDROID
The Chapps Dorm Inspector is available on both tablets & Smartphones, on
Android and iOS systems. The App works offline, our “Synchronization” feature
allows you to send information and data back & forth to the Chapps
Manager.
Please note that when using the “Synchronization” feature you will need
access to an Internet connection.
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3. PERFORMING A MOVE-IN INSPECTION
You can choose to perform a quick Move-in inspection, presuming all existing
issues are known. You can also use a general room assessment. This will allow
you to take pictures and generate a handy Move-in report for the new
resident. Chapps also supports in-app signatures. This lets you send out reports
either directly from the App, or via the Chapps Manager if post processing is
needed.
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4. PERFORMING A MOVE-OUT INSPECTION
As you probably know by now, conducting an accurate Move-out inspection
is essential. That’s why Chapps lets you choose the accuracy and depth you
wish to work in. You can remain on a general assessment level, or navigate
systematically through all the different elements. Every area can be
inspected for different kind of elements. That’s why we group these elements
as “Basics”, “Furniture & Decoration”, and “Conformity”. Of course you can
always add groups and rename them.
Don’t worry, all of this has been thoroughly prepared with a drop-down menu
and checkboxes. The evaluation of each element is fast & straightforward.
You only need to go in great detail when there is a real issue.
Chapps understands that a Move-out inspection is much more than just a
technical inspection. It’s about making the students comply with the Moveout rules. You can speed up this process by using pre-defined checklists and
email templates.
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5. ISSUE NOTATION
A real issue needs accuracy. At any
moment, place, or time, you can
open the full issue notation.
• Add comments and
descriptions
• Take photos and make sketches
– even sketching on photos is
supported
• Choose the kind of action
• Assign jobs to the executing
teams (make work orders)
• Select the person responsible for
the damages
• And of course, set charges
• …
*Please note that the level of issue
detailing conducted depends on
your access rights to the App. These
rights can be set in the Chapps
Manager.
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6. MONITORING THE DORMITORY
The Chapps Dorm Inspector generates quite a lot of data, which is very useful
when organizing maintenance, checking for compliance and so forth. That’s
why Chapps makes use of time & date stamps, pictures and much more.
The App is also a useful monitoring tool. Whenever there is a problem or issue
that needs attending, be it maintenance, compliance etc.. It’s an easy-to
use, day-to-day tool for RA’s, RD’s and housing staff. In addition, the App also
contains a fine & warning system, which can be a great help for enforcing
dormitory rules.
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7. REPORTS
At both the Move-in or Move-out you can generate inspection reports.
However, you can create an inspection at any time. We also have a handy
feature called “Preview”, which lets you preview the report you wish to send
out. The report can be sent directly to the students/tenants involved. We
made sure these are structured and well documented.
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8. HANDLING MAINTENANCE DATA
By using the quick evaluation mode, the issue detailing feature, and even the
general assessment mode, you are creating a lot of maintenance data. In
the Chapps Manager you can access and edit this data, for example to
assign jobs, work orders ,set charges, prioritize issues, define priorities and you
can even group work orders for different maintenance teams…
All this can be exported either automatically to your software via a handy
API. Alternatively, you can also export the information as a handy CSV/Excel
spreadsheet. Now all of your data is readily available and ready to use in your
maintenance planning tool.
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9. FOLLOW-UP OF RESIDENTS
Quickly & easily import your resident file, or create residents directly in the
Chapps Manager. The Chapps Manager supports the follow-up of residents,
be it allocating damages or indicating settlement of fines & charges.
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10. ABOUT USERS AND ROLES
At Chapps we understand that sometimes it’s better to work with
inspectors that have a limited, general inspection task. That’s why we
created roles. The roles will differ according to what tasks you have
assigned them to do. Therefore, depending on their user profile, they can
access certain areas or just have a view of the room as a whole. We
imagine that this approach is often better suited for RA’s.
In the Chapps Manager different users can have different roles or rights
when using the App, the Chapps Manger, the Floor Inspector, or even our
Web Maintenance App (version 1.1).
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11. CUSTOMIZING & SETTING-UP
In the Chapps Manager you will find all the necessary tools & features to
customize the App and make sure the App fits your way of working. We make
sure the App is fully prepared and ready to use for all of your inspectors. The
settings are normally only done once, at implementation, but of course you
are able to fine-tune the App to your specific needs at all times. Our Chapps
support team is happy to help you whenever necessary.
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12. So, Change Your Ways
So what are you waiting for?
Stop improvising and fiddling around with spreadsheets, and from now on
work Smart, Fast & Accurately.
Master your dormitory inspections so that you are in full control!
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